Traffic Topics Webinar
Traffic Safety 101

Tuesday, September 16, 2014, 2-3 p.m.
Water’s Edge, conference rooms A&C

To access the webinar:

Join online meeting
https://portal.055d.dedicated.lync.com/state/meet/kelly.koppy/P4GDY1JD
First online meeting?

Presenter: Derek Leuer, PE
Derek is a Traffic Safety Engineer for MnDOT. He graduated from North Dakota State University with a bachelor’s degree in civil engineering and a master's degree in infrastructure systems engineering from the University of Minnesota. While in his current role, Derek has overseen the development of the County Roadway Safety Plans, a plan to develop and coordinated roadway safety plans for all 87 counties in Minnesota. Derek has 8 years of experience in both the private and public sector.

Presentation Overview
Every year in Minnesota there are over 69,000 crashes statewide. These crashes result in nearly 400 fatalities and average over 1,200 serious injuries every year. Traffic Safety 101 will discuss who, what, when, where and why vehicle crashes occur, and what traffic engineers are doing to prevent crashes and fatalities on our roads today!

For More Information
Visit: http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/topics/index.html
Or contact: Kelly Kopy, 651-234-7060, kelly.kopy@state.mn.us